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This work was motivated by a desire to find an appropriate setting for 
Professor P. Samuel’s work on logarithmic derivatives (see [I l] or [12]). 
That work was in essence an attempt to compute certain ideal class groups as 
opposed to Picard groups. I am indebted to Professor H. Hironaka for his 
suggestion that the ideal class group might be viewed as an object more 
closely associated with the space of height-one primes in a Krull domain than 
to the usual geometric data. In the case of purely inseparable descent, this 
viewpoint has been useful. Sections 1-3 of this paper are a description of the 
most basic properties of these spaces. A more thorough study of these spaces 
is currently in preparation and will appear in the near future. This paper, 
however, is oriented toward the results of Section 5. This author believes that 
Sections 4 and 5 constitute a conceptually clear and basic explanation of why 
Professor Samuel’s computations are effective. 
1. DEFIXITIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
Throughout the following all rings will be commutative with unit and all 
homomorphisms will take unit to unit. The term “discrete valuation ring” 
will refer exclusively to discrete valuation rings of rank one. The reader is 
referred to Section 33 of [IO] for a discussion of Krull domains. In the 
following, the term “Krull domain” will refer to what are usually called 
Krull rings and the term “Krull ring” will denote a finite product of Krull 
domains. When R is a Krull ring, M(R) will denote the set of all primes in R 
which are of height zero or one. 
* I am particularly grateful to Professor R. Hoobler whose encouragement was 
most instrumental to the completion of this work and to Professor A. Magid for his 
useful suggestions. 
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1.1 DEFINITION. Let R and S be Krull rings and let 4: R + S be a ring 
homomorphism from R to S. Then 4 is a Krull morphism if for each prime 
divisor of zero in S, q, $-l(q) is a prime divisor of zero in R, and for each 
prime, p, in M(S), $-l(p) is in AI(R). 
If R is a Krull ring, &f(R) is a subset of the prime spectrum of R. Letj, 
denote the injection of M(R) in Spec(R). Henceforth, M(R) will be regarded 
as a topological space under its topology as a subset of Spec(R). Then 
j,*(O,), the inverse image of 9, under j, , will be denoted ~%‘s . The pair, 
(IV(R), AR) is a local ringed space whose stalks are discrete valuation rings or 
fields. 
1.2 DEFINITION. If R is a Krull ring, M(R) is the local ringed space, 
(M(R), AR). It is called the associated Krull Space of R. 
Observe that the Krull morphisms of 1.1 are precisely the ring morphisms, 
4, from R to S which induce ringed space morphisms from M(S) to M(R) 
which commute with the natural injectionsj, andj, . The following is an easy 
consequence of well-known facts like 33.5 and 33.6 of [lo]. 
1.3 PROPOSITION. Let R be a Krull ring. 
(0 If% ,-., f12, are the prime divisors of zero in R, M(R) is isomorphic, 
as a local ringed space to Jjy=, M(R/$$). AIoreover M(R/‘$,) is connected and 
irreducible and (~2’~)~~ is the quotientfield of R/‘p, . 
(ii) M(R) is Noetherian, quasicompact and of dimension one or zero. 
(iii) If R is a domain and U is open in M(R), then AR( U) = n{RP : p E U> 
and (U, ~2’~ ( U) is isomorphic, as a local ringed space to M(AR( U)). 
(iii)’ Every open subspace of M(R) is isomorphic to the associated Krull 
space of its ring of sections. 
Though (iii) and (iii)’ are straightforward consequences of the results cited 
in [IO], no analogous result for schemes is possible. In fact, asking whether 
(iii)’ is true when M(R) is replaced by Spec(R) is equivalent to asking whether 
the complement of a variety of codimension one in Spec(R) is always affine. 
This question is essentially a reformulation of Hilbert’s fourteenth problem. 
For details, the interested reader is referred to [8]. 
It is now possible to discuss a more general type of space. A locally Krull 
space is a space each of whose points admits a neighborhood isomorphic to 
the associated Krull space of a Krull domain. 
1.4 DEFINITION. Let X and Y be locally Krull spaces. Then a Krull 
morphism from X to Y is a local ringed space morphism, 4: X--f Y, such 
that for any x E X, there is an open neighborhood, U = M(R), of x and an 
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open neighborhood, I’ =z M(S), of 4(x) such that +( 0’) C l’ and + is induced 
by a Krull morphism from S to R, (i.e., local ringed space morphisms which 
inject the prime spectrum of the residue class field of a point, y  in Y, into Y at 
y, will not be admissible unless y  is a generic point). 
Terms like “function field”, “generic point”, etc., will be used in the 
classical sense. 
1.5 DEFINITION. Let X be a locally Krull space. Then X is a Krull space 
if it is quasicompact, and if for any discrete valuation ring, V, with function- 
field, K, and for any Krull morphism, f: M(K) -+ X, there is at most one 
Krull morphism, 4: M(V) -+ X such that 4 c iv = f, where i, is the natural 
injection of M(K) in M(P). 
When a Krull space is isomorphic to the associated Krull space of a Krull 
ring, it will be referred to as affine. A scheme, S, will be called a Krull scheme 
if it is separated over the integers, quasicompact and if each point of S admits 
an open neighborhood isomorphic to the prime spectrum of a Krull domain. 
Separated Noetherian normal schemes, for instance, are Krull schemes. 
For any Krull scheme, S, let M(S) be the set of points of S of Codimension 
one or zero under the induced topology. Let js: M(S) ---f S be the natural 
injection and let dfls = js*es . Then (M(S), As) will be denoted M(S) and 
will be called the associated Krull space of S. 
2. SHEAVES OF MODULES ON KRULL SPACES 
Some discussion of the behavior of coherent sheaves on a Krull space is 
necessary. For a full description, the reader is referred to [6] or [7]. Details 
will be omitted, and since the phenomena under discussion are local in nature, 
they will be described for the associated Krull space of a Krull domain. What 
follows may be regarded as a slight reorganization and refinement of traditional 
material like the contents of [I]. 
2.1 DEFINITION. Let R be a Krull domain, and let M be an R-module. 
(i) 3f is called pseudofinite if there is a finitely generated submodule 
of M, N, such that for each p E M(R), Np = ;“r, . 
(ii) M is called pseudonul (see [I]) if Mp = (0) for each p E M(R). 
2.2 THEOREM. Let R be a Krull domain and let M be a submodule of a jinite 
free R-module. Then M is pseudojinite. 
Proof. Let M be a submodule of a free module, F, of rank Y. Inject M into 
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the localization of F at the zero ideal in R. The image of iVl generates a finite 
dimensional vector space of dimension 4 < Y. Choose elements, m,,, ,..., mo,g 
in M which are a basis for the vector space generated by &?. These elements 
will generate IM at all of the points of an open subset, U, of M(R). The 
complement of U will be a finite set of primes of height one, {pi ,..., p,J. 
Elements, mi,i ,..., mi,g , may be chosen in 1cI which generate Mpi for each i. 
Let N be the submodule of M generated by all of the m,,j . 
2.3 COROLLARY. Every submodule and every quotient module of a pseudo- 
jinite module is pseudojinite. 
2.4 PROPOSITION. The dual of a pseudofinite module is pseudojkite. 
For a proof of 2.4, see [6] or [7]. When R is a Krull domain and N is an 
R-module, let N1( U) = NOR dR( U) for each open set U C M(R). Then N1 
is a presheaf inducing a quasicoherent sheaf of &,-modules on M(R) denoted 
N. Let N” = r(N, M(R)) and let +, denote the natural morphism from 
N to N”. By virtually the same proof as that of Theorem 1.4.1 of [5, I] the 
following is true: 
2.5 PROPOSITION. Let R be a Krull domain and let 9 be a quasicoherent 
sheaf of Ax-modules on M(R). Let N = r(F, M(R)). Then, there is a natural 
isomorphism from 8 to P. 
2.6 THEOREM. Let R be a K~ull domain and let N be an R-module. Then. N 
is pseudo-finite if and only if m is coherent. 
Proof. If N is pseudofinite one may apply the definition and 2.2 to find 
finite free modules, F’ and F and morphisms, y: F’ -jr F and /?: F + N so 
that (ker ,8)/Im y and N/Im /3 are both pseudo-nul. One implication is proven. 
Conversely, assume that N is coherent. Coherence implies the existence 
of a finite free module, F, and a morphism, @: F -+ N”, which is surjective on 
stalks. Let Q = ,8(F) and let N’ = aN(N). Since (N’ + Q)/N’ is finite and 
pseudonul, its annihilator contains two elements, a and b, which generate an 
ideal of height strictly greater than one. Let 4 be the map from F @F to N 
which is a/3 on one factor and b/3 on the other. Choose # E Hom,(F OF, N) 
so that c++ = $. Then #(F OF) answers the requirements of 2.1, (i). 
For a pseudofinite R-module, N, let T(N) be its torsion submodule. The 
support of T(N) in M(R) is finite. Let Tl(N) = U{T(N), : p E M(R)]. The 
following is clear: 
2.7 PROPOSITION. Let R be a Krull domain and let N be a pseudojinite 
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R-module. Then there are functovial morphisms, T,~ , and pn such that the 
sequence, 
(2.7.1) 
is exact and split. Furthermore T’(K) ’ d zn uces a$abby sheaf of A‘,-modules. 
If  X is a Krull space, a quasicoherent sheaf of da”,-modules will be called 
pseudofinite if its module of sections on each affine connected open subspace 
of X is pseudofinite. Each of the above results except 2.7 has an obvious 
generalization. To generalize 2.7, let S be a Krull scheme and let j,: S ---f S 
be the natural injection. Let ,F be a sheaf of pseudofinite CC’,-modules (i.e., 
a quasicoherent, locally pseudofinite sheaf of d s-modules). As T1 is a functor, 
a sheaf of .&x-modules denoted Tl(9) may be constructed in the obvious 
way. Then 2.7 may be rephrased thus: 
(2.7)’ THEOREM. Let S be a Kwll scheme and let 9 be a pseudo$nite sheaf 
of @‘,-modules. Then there are functorial maps, rF and p, , such that the 
sequence, 
is exact and split. Moreover T1(.F) isjabby. 
One may define pseudonul sheaves on S as quasicoherent sheaves of 
6,-modules, 9, such that js*9 = 0. Then the pseudonul sheaves are a 
Serre subcategory of the category of pseudofinite sheaves on S. The category 
of coherent sheaves of &,-modules on M(S) is the quotient of the category 
of pseudofinite sheaves of &:,-modules on S by the category of pseudonul 
sheaves on S and js* coincides with the natural projection (see [I, 6 or 71). 
3. THE PICARD GRO~JP OF A KRULL SPACE 
Let X be a Krull space. Henceforth, J&‘~’ will denote the multiplicative 
sheaf of units in the structure sheaf on X. Now, X is in particular a ringed 
space and so Pit(X), the group of isomorphism classes of invertible sheaves 
under tensor multiplication, is naturally isomorphic to H1(X, &r’). For 
a Krull space, X, Pit(X) is subject to a more classical interpretation. 
Let zr denote the sheaf which is constant on each connected component 
and whose stalk at s is the function field of the connected component of X. 
Let K, be the ring of global sections of R, and let i?r’ be the sheaf of units 
in k, . The free abelian group generated by the closed points of X will be 
called the group of divisors on X and will be denoted D(X). A coherent 
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invertible sheaf of Ax-submodules of Ex will be called a sheaf of fractional 
ideals on X. If  8 is an arbitrary invertible sheaf of &,-modules, there is an 
isomorphism, u, from 9 @AX k, to Rx. Th e restriction of u to the image of 
9 in 9 @Ax xx is an isomorphism from 9 onto an invertible sheaf of 
fractional ideals on X. If  a and b are two invertible sheaves of fractional ideals, 
the multiplication in gr induces an isomorphism from a @AX b onto an 
invertible sheaf of fractional ideals denoted a . 6. Under this multiplication, 
the fractional ideals are a group with identity Ax . This group will be denoted 
9(X). The elements of 9(X) of the form x&r with x E QX, Rx.) are, as 
usual, called principal ideals and are a subgroup of 9(X) denoted 9(X). The 
map which sends each element of 9(X) to its isomorphism class in Pit(X) is a 
homomorphism with kernel g(X). Since each invertible sheaf is isomorphic to 
an invertible sheaf of fractional ideals, the map is surjective and hence 
9(X)/Y(X) is naturally isomorphic to Pit(X). By the usual arguments, there 
is a natural isomorphism, V, from 2(X) to D(X). 
When S is a Krull scheme and X = M(X), D(X) is just the group of 
Weil divisors on S and v(~(X)) is just the group of principal Weil divisors. 
Thus D(X)/V(~‘(X)) is just the ideal class group of S, which will be denoted 
Cl(S). What has been demonstrated is that v  induces an isomorphism from 
Pit(X) to Cl(S). 
4. BASIC RESULTS ON DIFFERENTIALS 
From now on, whenever T is an R-algebra, fir,, will denote the relative 
Kahler differentials of T with respect to R and dTIR will denote the exterior 
differentiation of T in !2,,, . When T is an S-algebra and S is an R-algebra, 
r TISIR will denote the associated module of imperfection. Then the following 
is exact: 
(4-l) o - rT,SIR - T  8s %,R - szT,R - QT,S - 0. 
I f  T = S/a for some ideal, a, in S, then r,,,,, is equal to 
where Sd,,,(a) denotes the submodule of Sz,,, generated by the set, 
{d,,,(a) : a E a}. Furthermore, if S = T = S/a, then Sz,,, = 0 and hence 
(4.1) becomes the following: 
(4.1)’ 0 + La%,, + Sds,R(a)l/(aQs,R) + s 8s QS/R + %?,R + 0. 
4.2 DEFINITION. Let T be an R-algebra. Then the kernel of dTIR is an 
R-subalgebra of T which will be called the ring of relative constants of T 
with respect to R. It will be denoted Cs,,, . 
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Henceforth, T will be of positive characteristic, p. Note that when T is a 
field, CF,, is just the subfield of T generated by To over R. It will be 
convenient to name the maps occurring in (4.1). The map from T OS QsiR to 
52 TIR will be called uTISIR and the map from QT!, to Q,:, will be referred to as 
%/SIR . 
4.3 LEMMA. Let T be an R-algebra. 
(i) The ring, T, is integral and purely inseparable over CF,, . 
(ii) If B is an R-subalgebra of Cg,, , then CF,, = Ci,, . 
(iii) If 1” is an R-algebra and 4 is an R homomorphism from T to I”, then 
#C&R) c G/R . 
Proof. (i) Since xP E CF,, for each x E T, (i) is trivial. To prove (ii), 
apply 4.1 with S equal to B. Since +iBIR(l @ dBiR) = dTIR / B, (ii) is 
immediate. To prove (iii), let d,;, denote the morphism from .Q,,, to 52,,,, 
induced by 4. Then dT, ,R~$ =: dd,‘RO dTIR and the result follows at once. 
4.4 DEFINITIOK. Let T be a Krull domain which is an algebra over 
a domain, R. Let C,.R denote the integral closure of Ci,, in its own field 
of quotients. Then, Cr.;, will be called the ring of normalized constants of T 
over R. 
4.5 LEMMA. Let T and R be as in 4.4. Let L be the quotient field of T and 
let K be the quotient field of R[Tp]. Then K is the quotient field of C,!, and 
C TIR = T n K. If  S = CTIR , then Ci,, = C,:, . 
Proof. Let k be the field of quotients of R. Then K := k[Lp]. Since 
WPl C C;,, , the field of quotients of Cg;, contains K. However, Cz,,. = K. 
By 4.3, (iii) the natural inclusion of T in L induces an inclusion of CF,, in 
Cz,, = K. Hence K is the field of quotients of C,,, . 
Since T is a Krull domain and CF,, C T, T contains C,,,, . On the other 
hand, T is integral over Cg,, and, consequently, T n KC CT.‘R . The 
lemma follows at once. 
The object of the following section is, mainly, to prove 4.8, which states that 
if T and S are discrete valuation rings and T is purely inseparable, of exponent 
one, over S, then an element a in T generates an ideal in T which is generated 
by an ideal in S if and only if it has a logarithmic differential. This is, in 
essence, the local counterpart of the main result in this paper. 
For the statements numbered 4.6 to 4.8 it will be convenient to fix our 
notation and hypotheses. In these numbers, Twill denote a discrete valuation 
ring of positive characteristic, p, which is a torsion free algebra over a domain, 
R. Then S will denote a discrete valuation ring which is also an R-algebra and 
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over which T is purely inseparable and of exponent one. The quotient 
field of S will be denoted K while that of Twill be denotedl. The degree of L 
over K is assumed to be finite whence it is a power of p. Let n be such that 
[L : K] = p”. Let dd enote the residue class field of T and let R be the residue 
class field of S. As is customary e will signify the index of ramification of T 
over S and f shall be the residue class degree. Let S be such that e = pa and 
let 01 be such that f = p”. Let nr be a uniformizing parameter for T and let rrs 
be a uniformizing parameter for S. 
4.6 LEMMA. Let T, S, etc., be as above and let b be a nonunit in S. Let - - - 
T = TjbT and let S = SIbS. Then sZ,,s is a free T-module of rank (a + 6). 
Proof. Throughout the following, whenever x is an element of S or T, x 
will denote its residue class in S or T respectively. Since T is artinian, it 
admits a field of representatives, denoted fl. Similarly, S admits a field of 
representatives, R’, and we may assume that fl n S = K. Since the maximal 
ideal of S is principal and bS is a power of it, S N R’[x]/x’K[x] for an inde- 
terminate, x, and an integer, r. Let the subring of T generated by S and P be 
denoted S, . In view of the isomorphism just mentioned, S, cv S&s 6’. 
Since the functor “differentials” commutes with base extension, it follows 
that Qn,l,, N S OR, J&T,,, . Thus, Qsl,s is a free &-module of rank 01. Let 
5 be the residue class of rs in S, . Let {x1 ,..., xa} be a p-basis for d’ over I’, 
and let y be an indeterminate. Then Qs,tyj,~ is a free S,[y]-module of 
rank (a + 1) with basis, {dx, ,..., dx, , dy}, where, by abuse of language, d 
denotes the exterior differentiation, dSIIYl,S . Furthermore, T is isomorphic 
to S,[y]/(y” - QS,[y]. Consider the sequence, (4.1)’ with a = (ye - &S,[y]. 
We obtain an exact sequence, 
0 -+ {(ye - 0 -Qs,rr~/s + S,i-~1 eye-l dyH{(y” - E) Qs,M/s) 
- T &lr~I ~s&&S - SZT~S - 0. 
Eow S is either zero or one depending on whether e is one or p, respectively. 
When e = p, the first term in the sequence is zero and hence QT/S is free of 
rank 01+ 1 = 01+ 6. If e = 1, the first term in the sequence is a free 
T-module of rank one generated by the image of dy. The image of the first 
term in the second is the submodule of T &J~I Qqtyl,~ generated by 
1 @ dy. The latter is a basis element in the second term which is free of 
rank (a + 1). Thus the last term in the sequence is free of rank 01. Since S = 0 
the assertion is proven. 
4.7 COROLLARY. If T and S are as in 4.6, and T is a$nite S-module, then 
a TIS is torsion free. 
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Pvwof. Since T is finite over S, Qris is a finite T-module. Since T is a 
discrete valuation ring, Qrj, = F @ N, wh ere F is free and N is the torsion 
submodule of QT:s . Hence L @r Q7js is isomorphic to both Q,,, and to 
I, @IT F. Consequently, F is free of rank n where [L : K] = p”. Applying 4.6 
with b ~ TV, k’ OS Q,:, is a free Tj~,YT-module of rank (CY + 6). Now 
/’ & Qrls is naturally isomorphic to /’ @r ( TjrsT) C& Sz,!, . Thus 
/’ @5& .Qrls is a vector space of dimension (a .- 6) over /‘. Let 
II dim/(/’ 5& :V). 
It follows that the dimension of /’ 5& QT.;s over 6’ is n + V. Thus n $ 11 
01 -t S. However, ef =G pTL. Since e = p” and f  p”, one can immediately 
conclude that v  = 0. Since N is a finite module, Nakayama’s lemma implies 
that N = 0. The result is proven. 
4.8 PROPOSITION. Let a be a nonunit in T. Then there is an element b in S 
such that bT = aT if and only if there is an element, w E Q,!, suck that 
aw = &.;Ja). 
Proof. I f  there is an element b in S such that bT = aT, there is a unit u in ?’ 
such that ub = a. Then, a(u--l dTTIs(u)) : ubu-l dT,,(u) : d,,,(bu) == d,,,(a). 
To prove the converse, we begin by noting that when e =- 1, the proposition 
is trivially true. Thus assume that e == p. Let a ui7r* for some positive 4. 
Choose integers, p and 7, both non-negative so that y  -= T@ + p and so that 
0 -i, p < p. Let 1’ =- T/+Y ‘T and let s =- S’/ni+‘S. We now proceed as in 
the proof of 4.6. That is we choose c’ and R’ as in that proof and construct S, 
in the same way. We choose a p-base for 6’ over R’, {x1 ,..., x,], we let 6 be the 
residue class of ns in S. Let y  be an indeterminate. Then i;jaT ‘V S,[y],ia, 
where a is the ideal in S,[y] generated by y” -- 6 and py”. 
Consider the exact sequence (4.1)‘. Let {fi : iE:I] be a set of 
generators for a. Then if x = x4=1 ujfi, is an arbitrary element of a, 
(~SIR(X) = C,“=l (uz d.y:R(fij) -;m fi, d.y/R(Uj)). ‘H ence, the residue classes of the 
elements rd L t d Y;e;s;y : i E 4, g enerate the first term in the sequence. 
e 1 s,[Ul,s and let d, denote (tr.is . Apply (4.1)’ with S equal to 
S,[y]. As a is generated by (yp - E) and @ye”, the preceding remarks imply 
that the first term of (4.1)’ is generated by d,(yp - [) and di(py@). The 
former is zero but the latter is @‘yupl dr( y). Thus the image of 
[~-Qs,M 6 t SJYI ~i(u)l!(~,[yll~) 
in (&[y]/a) @s,lvl Qs,tr,,,~ is the submodule generated by ~@+~~rQns,tV,,~ . 
Since (S,[y]/a @J~~,t~@~,t,,,~ is free with basis, (1 @ 4(x1),..., 1 @ C&(X), 
1 @d,(y)), and since &W”-’ . T  is neither zero nor a unit when p # 0, it is 
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clear that (S,[y]/a) @s,IVIQnsltVl,~ is isomorphic to Q,,lI,l,,,,s if and only 
if p = 0. 
Observe that T = S,[y]/(y~ - &5’,[y]. Thus we may reapply the argu- 
ment used in the proof of Lemma 4.6 to conclude that T ~s,I,#2s,~Vl,~ is 
isomorphic to BT,s . Tensoring both modules with TjaT on the ieft, we obtain 
an isomorphism, 4, from (F/aT) O,, [y~QsltyI,~ to (T/aT) @T QT,S . Let fi be 
the natural morphism from (T/aT) @+,I Qsltyl,~ to Q(rIa~),~ and let y  be 
the natural morphism from (T/aT) &.sZ,,s to QcTIaTj,~ . Then clearly 
y  o + = /3. Recalling that T/aT is S,[y]-isomorphic to &[~]/a, we may apply 
the concluding remarks of the previous paragraph to conclude that y  is an 
isomorphism if and only if p = 0. 
Making a final application of (4.1)’ to s, T and F/UT, we obtain an exact 
sequence: 
where z denotes the residue class of a in T. Thus, y  is an isomorphism if and 
only if ~QF,s + T&,&a) = uSZT,S. 
Now suppose that the hypotheses of the proposition are satisfied. That is, 
suppose there is an element, w E .Q,,, such that aw = d,,,(a). Let L;, be the 
image of w in QF,~. Since aG = d,,(a), T&,,(Z) C a.Q~,s. Consequently y  
is an isomorphism and p = 0. We have proved 4.8. 
4.9 COROLLARY. Let T and S be us in 4.8. Then if there is an 
element, w E J&,, such that aw = dTls(a), there is a unit, u E T such that 
4-l 4,&N = h-(4. 
Proof. The existence of w implies that there is an element b E S such that 
bT = aT. The result follows. 
5. DIFFERENTIALS AND INSEPARABLE DESCENT 
I f  T is a ring, T’ will denote the multiplicative group of units in T. I f  N 
is a T-module and A is a derivation of Tin N, then d induces a homomorphism 
of abelian groups from T’ to N. Namely, if u E T’, let cd(u) = &d(u). This 
map will be called the logarithmic differentiation of T’ in N with respect to A. 
The image of T’ in N under LA will be denoted Ld( T) and is called the group 
of logarithmic derivatives of units with respect to A. 
In particular when N = Qr,, and A = dTIR we shall write t,,, and LTIR 
in lieu of 84 and L”(T), respectively. I f  T and T’ are R-algebras and + is an 
R-algebra morphism from T to T’, let dblR denote the morphism of 
differentials associated to +. Then, dblRO dTIR = drjlRO#, and consequently 
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&R(LT.:R) C L7’.R . Thus &s induces a homomorphism, denoted L, , from 
L,,, to L,,,, . 
Furthermore, if IVTiR denotes the torsion submodule of firs and A’r, K 
denotes the torsion submodule of Q,rj, then, clearly, &,R(NrlR) C Vr,;, , 
whenever 1‘ and T’ are Krull rings and 4 is a Krull morphism. Consequently, 
d,, ,s induces a homomorphism from (.Q,:,)/(Nr,,,) to (52,) ,s)/(~Vr,,~). 
5.1 DEFINITION. Let T be a Krull ring which is an R-algebra. Let A~r.,,R 
denote the torsion submodule of Qr., . Then Qr,Rl;iVr,,R will be called the 
module of torsion-free differentials of T over R and will be written Q,,,,, . 
The composition of dT,,R with the natural projection of QrlR on a’,,, will 
be denoted JriR . The group of logarithmic differentials of units in T with 
respect to Jr/, is called LrlR and the corresponding logarithmic differentiation 
is called lr,,, . 
5.2 LEMMA. Let R be a domain and let T be a Krull domain which is a 
torsion-free R-algebra. Let S = CT,R . Then the natural projection of Qr.,R on 
&R induces an isomorphism from Lr!, to erlR . 
Proof. Let k be the quotient field of R; let K be the quotient field of 
S and let L be the quotient field of T. We shall regard J&-,, as a submodule of 
52 L/h" I f  u E T’ and ,8r,:,(u) = 0, clearly &1S(~) =: 0. However, &/,(u) = 
dLIK(u). Hence, u E K[Lp]. The latter is precisely K. Thus, by Lemma 4.2, 
u t S. Consequently, dT,,Ju) = 0 and hence Crl,(u) : 0. 
We shall now generalize these constructions to Krull spaces. Let X and Z- 
be Krull spaces and let f be a Krull morphism from S to Y. Then f *AT', is 
a sheaf of rings on X. There is a natural morphism from f *Jr to Mx which 
makes =,flx into a sheaf off *A,-algebras. Let Q:,.(U) = Q,ll,(v),l*,/,,(a) . 
Then .Qi,r is a presheaf of ,Nr-modules. The associated sheaf of Q$,r will 
be denoted Qxir and will be called the sheaf of Kahler differentials of X 
relative to the base Y. The exterior differentiation induces a natural derivation 
of sheaves, dxIy , of A’, in Q, 8y . 
When X == M(T) and 1’ = M(R), observe that r(M( T), QM(r)IM(R)) f  
Ql-IR . We shall always write Q,(r),, to denote I‘(M(T), J&(~J,~(~)). The 
associated differentiation will be written dMtTI ,R . 
When X and Y are Krull spaces and f: X + Y is a Krull morphism, we 
may also construct a sheaf of torsion-free differentials of X relative to the 
base Y. Namely, set Q&r(U) equal to ~~~x(U),fi,/,y(U) . The associated sheaf 
of Ps;, r will be denoted o,v.!r and the associated differentiation of sheaves will 
be written Jr,, . 
Clearly, dxly and G,, induce homomorphisms of sheaves of abelian 
groups, exjr and ir,, , respectively, from Ax’ to the corresponding sheaves 
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of differentials. Let CxIy(&‘r’) = LxIy and let kx,r(Ar.) = i,,r. The 
former will be called the sheaf of logarithmic differentials on X relative to 
Y and the latter will be called the sheaf of torsion-free logarithmic differentials 
of X relative to Y. 
Let X and Y be irreducible Krull spaces and let f: X -+ Y be a Krull 
morphism. Let L be the function field of X and let K be the function field 
of Y. Let K = k[Lp]. If U is an open subset of X let C,,,(U) = &r(U) I? K. 
Then C,,, is a sheaf of Krull rings on the underlying topological space of X. 
If U is an affine open subspace of X, since Ax(U) is purely inseparable over 
C,,,(U), it is clear that the underlying topological space of M(C,,,(U)) is 
homeomorphic to the underlying topological space of U. Consequently, the 
pair (X, C,,,) is a Krull space where X denotes the underlying topological 
space of X. Furthermore there is a natural morphism of Krull spaces, uxlr , 
from X to (X, Cx,r). 
5.3 DEFINITION. The Krull space (X, C,,,) constructed above will be 
called the space of constants on X relative to the base Y. It will be denoted 
C,(X). The morphism v,,, will be called the constant cover of X relative to Y. 
We shall now fix notation for the remainder of our discussion. Let X and Y 
be irreducible Krull spaces and letf be a Krull morphism from X to Y. Let 
C = C,(X); let C denote its underlying topological space and let AC denote 
its structure sheaf. By 4.5 and the definition of C, there is an exact sequence, 
dxlc 
As an immediate consequence there is a short exact sequence, 
(5.4) 
extc 0 - v,Af; - A, - Lx,c - 0. 
When X, Y and C are as above, L will denote the function field of X and K 
will denote the function field of C. By abuse of language, QLIx will denote 
both the differentials of L over K and the constant sheaf on X with stalk 
52 LIK * Then there is a natural injection, 8, from fix,, into QL,, . If p is a point 
of X, 0, will denote the value of 0 at p. 
5.5 DEFINITION. Let X, Y, C, L, K, etc., be as above. An element, W, in 
i2 LIK is a logarithmic differential in fix,, if w is in the image of r(X, fir,e) 
under 0 and if there is an element x in L such that w = x-l d&X). The set 
of all logarithmic differentials is a subgroup of QL,, . It will be denoted 
LO&/c * 
5.6 THEOREM. Let X, Y, C, L, K, etc., be as in 5.5. Then 8 induces a 
natural isomorphismfrom r(X, Lx,,) to Log,,, . 
&/23/I-8 
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Proof. By 5.2, the projection of Qx,)x/c on oxfc induces an isomorphism 
from Lx,,= to Lx.,. . Hence, in the notation of the paragraph preceding 5.5, 
it suffices to prove that B induces an isomorphism from r(S, L,.,.) to Log,,, . 
\Ve may define a subsheaf of Qn,., by setting Y’:c(CT) equal to the set of 
all w in Q, ,K which are in the image of r( C:, Q,;,) under B and which are of 
the form .v-r d L:K(~) for some x in 1,. Then clearly, the restriction of 0 to 
Lc takes L,., to Yx (‘ and I‘(S, Yx,c.) Log,;c . The result will follow 
at once if we can show that the restriction of 19 to Lx:, is an isomorphism from 
Lx.,. to -U;: ,c , or in other words that 0,) / (L, c.). is an isomorphism for each p. 
Let IV _: (&x)D and let I’ := (.Mc), , and let N be an clement of L such that 
x-l d L.?K(~) is in the image of Q,,,, in 9,;, Since W is integral over I’, there 
is an element, U, in IV such that ux E IV. Let u = ux and let CT, = .t^ i l/,,:,(x). 
Then a6 -- drdlK(a). Let w be an element of Q, ,r, whose image in Q1- Ic is W. 
Then aw - d,, Sr,(u) is a torsion element of QH,.:r, . Since II’ is integral over I-, 
there is a nonzero clement of I’, P, such that Y(~W ~- ci,,,.(a)) 0. ‘Thus, if 
Q’ : M, a’w ~~ dw:,(a’). By Corollary 4.9, there is a unit, s, in W such that 
u’/~,~(.s) =: d+,(a’). That is, w - /r+,,r(.) s is a torsion clement of Q2,. ,r, . 
It immediately follows that w is the image of /IW;V(~) in Q,:, and conse- 
quently that 0,, 1 (L,;c)l, is an isomorphism. The theorem is proven. 
If  .X7 is a ringed space with structure sheaf J&‘~, then tir(X, -Nx’) may be 
functorially identified with Pic(.X). I f f  ‘: 15 a morphism of ringed spaces from *‘\- 
to 1’, then f  induces a natural cohomology morphism from W( I-, &‘y’) to 
F-li(&Y, %/gx’) as well as a morphism from Pic( 1’) to Pit(X). As the identification 
mentioned above is functorial, we may, by abuse of language, use the same 
symbol,f!, to denote either one of them. 
5.7 DEFINITION. Let X and % be Krull spaces and let g be a Krull 
morphism from ,X to Z. Then K(X, Z; g) will denote the kernel of g!. I f  S 
and Y are irreducible Krull spaces of characteristic p =# 0 and if f  is a Krull 
morphism from X to I’, let 2 :=: C,(X) and let v  ~~~ vx!y . Then we shall 
write Ki, Y in lieu of K(S, 2; v). 
We shall now return to the conventions and notation of the paragraph 
following 5.3. That is, X and 1’ are irreducible and of characteristic p f  0, 
C denotes C,.(X), L is the function field of X and K is the function field of 
C. Moreover, v  will denote biter . Since L,ri,. is a subsheaf of Qr2,K and since 
the injection of Lx!,. in 52, K induces an isomorphism from r(S, L,,,) to 
Log,,, , the image of r(X, .Mr’) under t,r,!, may be regarded as a subgroup of 
L%Lc . 
5.8 DEFINITION. Let XI, 1, C, etc., be as above. Then the image of 
IJX, Ax.) in Q,/, under the composition of lx,, with the injection of Lxlc 
in sZidl, will be called the group of logarithmic differentials of units on X 
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relative to Y. The group of logarithmic differentials of units on X relative 
to Y will be denoted Log;,, . That is Log& = {u-l d&u) : u E r(X, dx’)>. 
5.9 THEOREM. Let X, Y, C, etc., be as above. Then there is a natural 
isomorphism, x, from KiIy to the quotient of Log,,, by its subgroup Log,,, . 
Proof. From the exact sequence, (5.4) we deduce a cohomology exact 
sequence, 
0 __f qx, v*Ac’) - WC dx’) - ex’c qx, LX/C) 
- Hl(X, v*ddc’) - P(X, .MYx’) -4 P(X, LX/C) --3 0. 
By 5.6, r(X, L,,,) is isomorphic to Log,,, , and under this identification, 
the image of r(X, JZ~‘) may be identified with Log,, . Thus the sequence, 
0 - Logx,c/L&c + P(X, v*dHc’) -+ H’(X, Afx’)) 
is exact. Since Y is a homeomorphism of topological spaces, H1(X, v  * &c’) 
may be identified with Hi(C, AC’), while the map of one-cohomology 
groups induced by the inclusion of v.+&‘~’ in Ax’ may be identified with v!. 
The result follows at once. 
It is of particular interest to restate this result in the case where X and Y are 
affine. Namely, assume that T and R are Krull domains and that R is a 
subdomain of T in such a way that the inclusion is a Krull morphism. 
Assume further that T is a pseudofinite module over Cr,, . Then .QrlR is 
pseudofinite T-module and hence r(M( T), firlR) = Qc& , the second dual of 
Q rIR . Let L be the quotient field of T and let K be the quotient field of Cr,, . 
We may regard Q$/*, as a T-submodule of Q,,, . Let X = M(T) and let 
Y = M(R). Then, C = C,(X) = M(Cr,,). Regarding Q$,$ as a submodule 
of QLIKJ it is clear that Log,,, = Q&s n {u-’ d&u) : u EL’} and that 
Log;,, = {u-l dLIK(u) : u E T’). Thus, if we are given a Krull domain, T, 
which is an algebra over a ring, A, we may set R equal to Cr,, . Then 
C TIR = R and hence we obtain the following: 
5.10 COROLLARY. Let T be a Krull domain of characteristic p # 0 which 
is an algebra over a ring, A. Let L be the quotient field of T and let K be the 
quotient field of CT,, . Suppose that T is a pseudofinite CT,,-module. Let 5 be 
the natural map from the ideal class group of CT,, to the ideal class group of T. 
Let 9 = Q&3 n {x-l d&x) : x EL’} and let 2” = {u-l d&u) : u E T’}. 
Then the kernel of 5 is isomorphic to the quotient group .5?/9”. 
The next result which will be derived from 5.9 is due to Professor Samuel 
(see [ll] or [12]). However, the assumption of the existence of a nonzero 
derivation of T in itself renders the assumptions of 5.10 partially unnecessary. 
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Let T be a Krull domain of positive characteristic, p, and IetL be the field of 
quotients of T. Let d be a nonzero derivation of L in itself such that d(T) C T 
and let d :== d T. If  K is the kernel of d then K is a subfield of I; such that 
Lo C K. Thus if A z T n K, A is a Krull domain, To C A and the inclusion 
of .4 in T is a Krull morphism. Notice that 3.5 implies that A = C,,, . 
An element t E Twill be called a logarithmic derivative in T with respect to d 
if t :: 0(x)/x for some x in L. The set of all logarithmic derivatives in T with 
respect to d is an additive abelian subgroup of T which will be denoted 
Log(A). We recall that the group of logarithmic derivatives of units in Twith 
respect to d is written L’(T). 
5.11 COROLLARY. Let The a Krull domain with quotientfieldl. Let A, k-, A 
and A- be as in the preceding paragraph. Let 5 be the map from the ideal class 
group qf -3 to the ideal classgroup of T induced by the inclusion of ,4 in T. 
(i) There is an injective homomorphism from the kernel of < to the quotient 
group, Log(A)/L’( T). 
(ii) I f  [L : K] :: p and $2(T) . zs not contained in any prime of height one, 
the injective homomorphism of(i) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since d is a derivation, there is a T-homomorphism, 4, from Szr!, 
to T such that # o cr.., = d. Since T is torsion free, $J induces a homo- 
morphism, $, from Q,., to T. Then, $ induces a homomorphism, $*, from 
r(M(T), &r(T),.M(A~) == Qg; to T. Clearly, $*(Log&T,,Mca,) = L’(T) and 
$*(Loghl(T)jM(A)) C Log(A). This proves (i). 
To prove (ii) it suffices to show that, under the additional hypotheses of (ii), 
$* is an isomorphism. However, I$ * is the morphism of global sections  ^ * 
associated to the morphism of sheaves QM(T),M(A) to J&‘,. induced by 4. Let 
this morphism of sheaves be denoted $M To prove the result it suffices to 
show that #M is an isomorphism on stalks. This is equivalent to showing 
that (&, : (J%:A, - T, is an isomorphism for each p E M(T). Since J&,,., 
is the module of torsion-free differentials, and [L : K] = p, the map is trivially 
injective. Since the image of ($), is the ideal of T, generated by d(T), the 
assumption that J(T) is not contained in any prime of height one implies that 
(I$), is surjective. Consequently, I,!J~ is an isomorphism and the result follows 
at once. 
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